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 Forum unlisted (0 posts) Message 1 of 1 In reply to: Agree, when its not just the software that is the problem, its also the navigation equipment. I guess when most of us are ready for new nav equipment, are we going to be waiting for it to arrive before we can start. Like I would like to have it now, but I really don't know if it will be released anytime soon, or if its even going to be released at all. I
guess my point is, your right Tom when you say the tool kit is getting to the point of being full of parts, so if they dont release it now, does it mean it won't be released, or is it just because the navigation hardware is still being worked on. (Maybe if they had released the USB cable and the SD card together, we would have had the software set up a lot sooner) By the way, if I have to do it, I'm going to
go ahead and slap TomTom up for trying to trick us, and I don't care if the police come knocking on my door, I will not get a call from TomTom on that. And Patches, its probably true that you have a nice product, but it doesnt change the fact that TomTom is still trying to trick us into using a piece of software that they want to make money from. I'm pretty sure they will end up releasing the tool kit,
but how long will it be before they release the software, we will just have to wait and see, but I will not be holding my breath. I'm no TomTom fan, I own no TomTom device, and when I know of something like this happening, I'm going to stick up for our rights, and as much as they want to be a part of my community, I'm going to make sure they know how much of a jerk they have become. (They
have been trying to hide their web cam, and they have been working hard to get rid of the previous software that had the vehicle computers, I have all the proof, and a lot of the time the customer service people are giving the general public lame excuses, (cuz they know we won't be believing them). They are trying to get the customers to go to the dealers for repairs on a software issue, because they

know they cannot satisfy us, and we will be telling them its not the software, its the navigation 82157476af
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